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Abstract— In order to identify the dominant flexible modes
of a flexible structure with an input/output delay, a numerical
method is proposed. The method uses a frequency domain
approach (frequency response data) to estimate the resonating
frequencies and damping coefficients of the flexible modes, as
well as the amount of the time delay. A sequential NLLS (Non-
Linear Least Squares) curve fitting procedure is adopted. It is
illustrated that such a Newtonian optimization method has the
capability of finding the parameters of a reduced order transfer
function by minimizing a cost function involving nonlinearities
such as exponential and fractional terms.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the challenging tasks in the control of flexible
structures is the estimation of the dominant modes (location
of resonant frequencies and associated damping coefficients).
There are several PDE based models for various types of
flexible systems, see e.g. [6]. An attractive feature of these
infinite dimensional (spatially distributed) models is that
they contain only a few parameters, and modal properties
can be computed easily, [14]. On the other hand, small
uncertainty in these parameters may lead to large errors in
the frequency response, which in turn make any internal
model based control scheme unreliable (non-robust). For
this reason, in practice, unless material properties of the
structure is perfectly known, majority of the identification
methods rely on experimentally collected input-output data,
[1]. Typically, by applying sinusoidal inputs of varying
frequency, the frequency response (magnitude and phase of
the transfer function) of the flexible structure is obtained.
The main issue in this method is to determine the dominant
modes and the amount of time delay in the system (the phase
shift due to time delay may be attributed to non-collocated
actuators and sensors, but this may also be due to slow
reacting actuator dynamics). The present paper deals with
this issue by using the available frequency response data.
The “true” transfer function is assumed to be in the form




Go(s) and Go(s) = P (s)e
−hs; (1)
where h ≥ 0 is the effective time delay, P (s) is the
minimum-phase part, and if the integral action is present K0
is the associated gain. The goal is to find estimated values
of the parameters h and K0 and a reduced order minimum
phase transfer function PN (s) approximating P (s).
For many flexible systems when actuators and sensors
are collocated, P (s) turns out to be minimum phase. On
the other hand, due to non-collocation of the actuators and
sensors, the transfer function model may have to contain
right half plane zeros. Nevertheless, it is possible to model
these non-minimum phase zeros with a single lumped delay
parameter, h > 0, see for example [3], [2].
For a general linear time invariant system, from a discrete
time domain data a DFT based estimation of its frequency
response can be made, [8]. Here, it will be assumed that the
frequency response data is available: G(jωi) at sufficiently
large number of frequency points ωi, i = 1, . . . ,M . For
a class of infinite dimensional systems, [10] proposed an
approximation method that can be applied for finding a
reduced order model PN . However, it cannot be used for
simultaneous estimation of h and PN ; and it may result in
a non-minimum phase PN . A subspace-based identification
method was developed in [16]. This method can handle
frequency response data on uniformly or non-uniformly
spaced frequency intervals and gives a state space form using
balanced realization combined with stochastic methods for
dealing with noisy data. Other identification methods include
ARMA-based models used on time domain data, [12], [13].
PDE-based models are also considered in the literature, see
e.g. [18] for an adaptive estimation method for a flexible
beam.
In the present paper PN (s) is restricted to be minimum
phase and a nonlinear least squares (NLLS) method is used
in order to estimate the parameters of the system. The
cost function considered here is penalizing the relative error
‖(G − GN )/GN‖ (note that a bound on the relative error
is an important information used in robust controller design,
[19]). The approach is then demonstrated on three exam-
ples: the first one is the frequency response of a free-free
beam transfer function from [14]. The second example is a
clamped-free beam model taken from [6]. The third example
is a damped version of the free-free rod transfer function
taken from [17]. In each case, the frequency response data is
generated from the infinite dimensional transfer function and
the parameters of a finite dimensional model are estimated
using the proposed NLLS method.
The problem definition is given in Section 2. The proposed
algorithm can be found in Section 3. Three illustrative
examples are given in Section 4, and concluding remarks
are made in Section 5.
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II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this paper a method for extracting a finite order model
followed by a delay term, that approximates an infinite
dimensional transfer function is investigated. The process
can be considered in basic terms as a complex curve fitting
approach, where the complex valued data is the set of
frequency responses Φi := G(jωi) at a specific set of
frequency points ωi, i = 1, . . . ,M , where G(s) is in the
form (1).
The approximation GN ∼= G, or GN ∼= Go is defined as
GN (s) = e
−hsK0
s







2 + 2ζk,nωk,ns+ ω
2
k,n)
(bks2 + 2ζk,dωk,ds+ ω2k,d)
. (3)
The terms ak, bk are added in order to adjust the low
frequency gain of PN .
The objective is to solve an optimization problem to
minimize the relative error between Φi and GN (jωi). More


















subject to β  0,
(4)
where ’’ means element-wise inequality of a vector, and
the parameter vector β is defined as
θk = [ak ζk,n ωk,n bk ζk,d ωk,d]
T (5)
β = [h,K0, θ1
T , θ2
T , . . . , θN
T ]T (6)
The constrained optimization problem given in (4) is
non-linear since it contains a ratio of polynomials and an
exponential term. Also the solution must obey the non-
negativity constraint. In order to minimize objective cost
function step by step until the relative error becomes suf-
ficiently small, a sequential NLLS approach is preferred.
Although NLLS method is slower according to ordinary least
squares methods, it gives better results than linearizing the
optimization problem (4).
III. NLLS APPROACH AND PROPOSED
ALGORITHM
A. Gauss-Newton Method
In terms of a simplified notation the optimization problem
defined above can be considered as minimizing









































For solving a set of non-linear equations, Gauss-Newton
method is preferable. Although Gauss-Newton method can
not guarantee convergence to the global minimum, it is
certain that it iterates through a local minimum [7]. However,
for good convergence properties, initial values in the param-
eter space must be selected carefully. There is no perfectly
defined initialization point, it can be selected in a logical way
for our specific case.
Let β = βc denote the current selection of the parameters,
they are updated using a Newton-step modified by a damping
term of the Levenberg-Marquardt method. Modified solution
of the Newton-step is defined as;
MLM = J
H(βc)J(βc) + σI, (9)
sN = −M−1LM(βc)JH(βc)F (βc), (10)
β+ = βc + sN , (11)
where I is the identity matrix and σ is the damping coeffi-
cient [15].
So far unconstrained optimization is discussed. Further,
non-negativity constraints should also be handled, since all
poles and zeros of GN (s) are restricted to be in the left half
plane when integrator and delay terms are removed. A simple
solution is to use barrier functions, [4]. Logarithmic barrier









































for some µ ∈ R, µ > 0, and β as defined in (6) has K










Log-barrier method has similarities with solution methods
for dual optimization problems and efficient for most cases.
The above discussion summarizes the main idea behind the
steps of the algorithm which is described below.
B. The algorithm
Complex curve fitting operation is made in arbitrary in-
tervals on the frequency domain. By starting from lowest
frequency data point, an iterative parameter search sub-step
is performed by taking the frequency point, where the highest
error between Φ and GN (s) occurs, as the initialization
point. Outer loop is continued until reaching a reasonable
error level or a given transfer function order.
Applying NLLS methods on all data points at one outer
step makes it difficult to define model order and initial values
of parameters and will not give desired result. Therefore,
selection of frequency intervals where resonant/anti-resonant
peaks are visible gives a good starting point. An admissible
approach for data point selection is starting from the lowest
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frequency region and working our way to high frequencies
we try to estimate the values of resonance frequencies and
damping coefficients by successively adding the frequency
intervals where the highest relative error occurs to the
previously considered intervals.
These intervals are defined as:
A = {AL0 , AL1 , . . . ALN |1 ≤ Li ≤M},



















AL0 ⊆ AL1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ ALN ,
B = {BL0, BL1 , . . . BLN |1 ≤ Li ≤M},
BLi = {jωl |l = 1, 2, . . . Li}, (13)
BL0 ⊆ BL1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ BLN .
Step 1 Set tol ∈ R+ a very small number and N , where
2N − 1 defines the degree of the resulting transfer
function GN (s),
Step 2 Set N ← 0
Step 3 Calculate integral gain K0;
Step i Define L0 ← Linit, where Linit ∈ Z+ and
Linit ≪M ,
Step ii Define AL0 and BL0 , according to (12), (13),
Step iii Define GN (s), G0(s) = e
−hs K
s ,
Step iv Initialize: K ← |Φ1|w1 and h← 0,
Step v Solve constrained optimization problem (4),
[15], [5],












Step 5 Calculate the coefficients of increasing number
of resonance/anti-resonance terms,
















Step ii Set N ← N + 1,
Step iii Define data sets ALN (12) and BLN (13),
Step iv Define parameter vector β =
[K0, h, θ1
T , . . . , θN
T ]T as given in (6).
Step v Initialize: θN , select aN = 1, ζN,n =
0.5, ωN,n = ωc, bN = 1, ζN,d = 0.5, ωN,d = ωc,
values of the remaining items in vector β come from
the previous iteration.
Step vi Solve optimization problem given in (4) starting
at the given initial values of previous step where
GN (s) maps set BLi to an approximation of the set
ALi [5], [15], Algorithm 11.1 of [4].











Step 7 β = [K0, h, θ1
T , θ2
T , . . . , θN
T ]T and exit
In order to increase the efficiency of barrier method, initial










T , where l > 1.
Finally after obtaining an (2N − 1)-th order approximate


























































Fig. 1. Bode plots of GA(s) and the identified model GN (s).
truncate method can be used to further reduce the order of
the system, [9], [11].
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Three different transfer functions are used for simulation
purposes in order to show efficiency of the proposed algo-
rithm. In all the examples M = 500 and frequency response
is available at logarithmically spaced frequency points (ωi)
between 10−2rad/sec and 103rad/sec.
A. Free-Free Beam System
First example is the transfer function of free-free flexible
beam which has an integrator term and a delay term of h =





(sinhβ cosβ − coshβ sinβ)
β3 (cos β coshβ − 1)
where β4 = −s
2
(1+ǫ1s)
and the damping parameters are selected
as ǫ1 = 0.001, and ǫ2 = 0.0033.
By applying the algorithm given in above, a 34th order
PN (s) is determined; the estimated delay value is h =
0.0106 sec. The Bode plots of the original transfer function
and that of GN (s) are given in Figure 1; the resulting relative
error is as shown in Figure 2. The pole-zero map of GN is
shown in Figure 3, see Figure 4 for detailed view. The Hankel
singular values of PN are as shown in 5.
B. Clamped-Free Beam
An infinite dimensional transfer function of a vibrating
beam determined in [6] is taken into consideration as a














































Fig. 2. Relative error |GA(jω)−GN (jω)|/|GN (jω)|.


























Fig. 3. Pole zero map of GN .




















Fig. 4. Zoomed pole zero map of GN .



























Hankel Singular Values − Example A






N(s) = cosh(Lm(s)) sin(Lm(s))−sinh(Lm(s)) cos(Lm(s)),
D(s) = 1 + cosh(Lm(s)) cos(Lm(s)).
Here, E and I are material constants and selected as E =
5 and I = 1; cd is the damping constant and selected as
cd = 0.01. The beam is clamped at x = 0 and free at x = L
where L = 5.5.
At first, proposed algorithm is modified in order to make
basis functions proper. GN is selected as GN = 1|Φ1| for
N = 0, where 1 is a vector consisting of ones and Step 3
is ignored since GB(s) does not have a pole at the origin.
The resulting GN (s) has a time delay term which is h =
0.011 sec. The degree of PN (s) is 18 and GN (s) does not
contain an integral term. Bode plots of GB(s) and GN (s)
are given in Figure 6, and the relative approximation error
is shown in Figure 7. The Hankel singular values of GN are
shown in Figure 8.
C. Free-Free Uniform Rod
The third example is an infinite dimensional transfer
function which is a damped version of the wave system






(ǫs+ 1)− e−2τs e
−τβs,
where parameters selected as β = 0.5, τ = 0.0525, c = 0.2,
G = 0.4, Ip = 2.5 and ǫ = 0.001. Resulting transfer
function PN (s) is 54th order. The identified GN (s) contains
an integral term and a time delay whose estimated value is
0.0261, which is very close to the exact value τβ. Bode
plots of GC(s) and GN (s) are given in Figure 9, and the
relative approximation error is shown in Figure 10. The
































































































Fig. 7. Relative error |GB(jω)−GN (jω)|/|GN (jω)|.



























Hankel Singular Values Example B



































































































Fig. 10. Relative error |GC(jω)−GN (jω)|/|GN (jω)|.



















Hankel Singular Values Example C
Fig. 11. Hankel singular values of PN (s) for example C.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this paper was to represent an infinite dimen-
sional transfer function by a finite dimensional model and a
delay term. For this purpose a NLLS approach is proposed to
minimize a cost function which is quadratic in relative error
in the frequency response. In order to enhance the results
a version of Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is used and a
log-barrier is added to the cost function since pole and zero
locations have constraints that they must be in the left-half-
plane. As future work, improvements on barrier functions
are to be made in order to handle the objective optimization
problem’s ill-condition for some cases where the damping
coefficients are very small.
The results are illustrated with three different examples.
From the relative error plots it is observed that the modeling
is very good within the frequency range where frequency
response data is taken (for all three examples this was
between 10−2 rad/sec and 103 rad/sec). However, the relative
error becomes large outside this frequency band. Also, the
Hankel singular value plots show that the order of PN (s)
can be further reduced. Nevertheless, having a large number
poles and zeros close to the imaginary axis forces PN to be
of relatively large degree.
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